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Short Courses

+ CULTURAL ACTIVITIES

+ EXPERIENTIAL WORKSHOPS
CELEI Regenerative Education in Granada, Spain, is a leader in International Education, with more than 35 years of experience in designing and implementing Study Abroad programs with partners such as World Learning, Lesley University or Berkeley Carroll School.

Our institutional philosophy encompasses a strong commitment to our team and participants. Studying with us is a deep immersion into a community with g-local professionals who are seriously committed to playing their role in making this world a better place.

Our interdisciplinary team works hard to provide experiences and seminars in a wide range of topics such as environmental restoration, emotional intelligence, critical thinking, social justice, interculturality, cultural heritage and sense of community.

We promote Experiential Learning to develop participants’ critical thinking, awareness and understanding, enhancing their ability to effectively function in an intercultural environment.

CELEI Regenerative Education offers comprehensive and flexible programs, at affordable prices, for academic semester, short term and faculty-led customized programs. We provide specialized academic content as well as quality infrastructure and logistics.
Customize your course!

Choose *1 topic, 4 cultural activities* and 
*1 experiential workshop* of your interest 
among our selected themes.
Traveling can be an endless source of life changing experiences, and Celei has over 35 years of experience designing and implementing this kind of custom-ized programs.

Enjoy one week (6 nights) in a beautiful and centric accommodation with breakfast and lunch included.

Private transfers from/to Malaga or Granada airport, at your convenience.

Granada is a place of legend and magic and the possibilities for exploration and learning are endless. For this purpose, four cultural activities and an experien-tial workshop are included. Participants can choose from our offer for a more customized experience.

*Does not included in our short courses:

Air travel  
Travel insurance  
Visa costs

Students should arrive and depart from Granada. Students should buy an individual medical insurance with cover for medical assistance, surgery and hospitalization. Celei can counseling about VISA if required.
#Topics
Spanish Language and Culture

Dive into Spanish language and culture in our one week course. Improve your conversation skills in Spanish through its Art, Music, Traditions and folklore.

This course will last **15h, 3h/day** and includes quality half board accommodation, **4 cultural activities** and **1 workshop** to be chosen by the client.

- **Day 1** History (A country between two continents)
- **Day 2** Society (New social challenges in Spain)
- **Day 3** Spanish cinema (from "Un Perro Andaluz" to "Volver")
- **Day 4** Gastronomy (from Al-Andalus to el Bulli)
- **Day 5** Música (from flamenco to trap)

Spanish, English
Granada, Spain
#Topics

Emotional Management

Come to experience our one-week course. Dive deep into your emotional world and learn how to develop it through mindfulness, art and psychology.

This course will last **15h, 3h/day** and includes quality half board accommodation, **4 cultural activities** and **1 workshop** to be chosen by the client.

- **Day 1** Introduction and theoretical foundations of emotional management and reflection debates.
- **Day 2** Mindfulness and yoga session in the open air.
- **Day 3** Practical workshop on emotional management and self-knowledge.
- **Day 4** Workshop on body expression through movement, dance and art.
- **Day 5** Debate and reflection on everything learned.

- Spanish, English
- Granada, Spain
Come to enjoy our one-week introductory course immersing us in the exciting world of Granadian Pottery.

This course will last 15h, 3h/day and includes quality half board accommodation, 4 cultural activities and 1 workshop to be chosen by the client.

- **Day 1** Traditional Granada tile, decoration Traditional tile, decoration with dry rope.
- **Day 2** Primitive Iberian ceramic modeling
- **Day 3** Making a utility cup.
- **Day 4** Potter’s Wheel
- **Day 5** Glazing and firing of turned parts.

Spanish, English

Granada, Spain
#Topics
Flamenco

Come to enjoy our one-week introductory course immersing us in the exciting world of Flamenco.

This course will last 15h, 3h/day and includes quality half board accommodation, 4 cultural activities and 1 workshop to be chosen by the client.

- **Day 1** Historical introduction. Different rhythms. Clapping and compass
- **Day 2** Clapping games. Initiation to basic steps.
- **Day 3** Markings and little stomping. Principle of choreography by measure.
- **Day 5** Put in practice what you have learned, with a guitar.

Spanish, English
Granada, Spain
#Topics

Nature Interpretation

Discover the incredible natural opportunities that Granada offers. Come and learn about our biodiversity and develop a different lens to interpret ecosystems in our one week course.

This course will last 15h, 3h/day and includes quality half board accommodation, 4 cultural activities and 1 workshop to be chosen by the client.

- **Day 1** Historical introduction. Different rhythms. Clapping and compass
- **Day 2** Clapping games. Initiation to basic steps.
- **Day 3** Markings and little stomping. Principle of choreography by measure.
- **Day 5** Put in practice what you have learned, with a guitar.

- Spanish, English
- Granada, Spain
This is an alternative itinerary to visit the jewel of Al-Andalus, the Alhambra. It will be a thoughtful activity guided by our art history experts, who will help us understand its history, symbology and secrets. Tickets to the monument included in the price.

Descending route through the neighborhoods of Albaicín and Sacromonte. Come to this dynamic activity and discover the lost corners of this World Heritage site (UNESCO) by the hand of historians who know its secrets in depth.
This itinerary takes us into the natural landscape of the Granadian environment. We develop sensitivity and knowledge to interpret different ecosystems guided by our local expert guide.

#Cultural Activities

Nature interpretation route and workshop in Granada

get to know works from local artists

This itinerary takes us into the natural landscape of the Granadian environment. We develop sensitivity and knowledge to interpret different ecosystems guided by our local expert guide.
#Cultural Activities

Private visit to Carmen de los Mártires
(Mecca of Romanticism in Granada)

This is a private guided tour of the gardens and spaces of a place that has led artists and composers to motivate their creativity and poetry and to fall in love with the Carmen de los Mártires, nestled on the margins of the Alhambra.

#Cultural Activities

Cultural route + beer tasting in Barrio del Realejo

Guided cultural tour of the Realejo district, accompanied by a local guide, art historian and heritage interpreter, raised between these streets. We will finish with a tasting of three wines and their corresponding tapas.
#Cultural Activities

Photography session in Carmen de los mártires.

Come to one of the most beautiful corners of the city, el Carmen de los Mártires, to learn about photography, debate about the use of this art form and improve our skills with a camera.

---

#Cultural Activities

Cultural route + wine tasting in Barrio del Realejo

Come to one of the most beautiful corners of the city, el Carmen de los Mártires, to learn about photography, debate about the use of this art form and improve our skills with a camera.
#Experiential Workshop

Itinerary and ornithological workshop (Private Visit)

Guided route for the interpretation of nature, making several stops for direct observation of birds. We will conclude with an ornithological workshop interpreting indirect traces (feathers, egagrópilas, food remains, etc.) led by our local guide and expert.

#Experiential Workshop

Flamenco & Dancing

Dive into the soul of Andalucía in this exotic workshop where we will learn about flamenco culture, rhythms and moves from Chua, a Flamenco teacher and dancer for more than 30 years.
Guided route for the interpretation of nature, making several stops for direct observation of birds. We will conclude with an ornithological workshop interpreting indirect traces (feathers, egagrópilas, food remains, etc.) led by one of our local guides and experts.

*stay connected with us*

*on social media networks:*
REGENERATIVE EDUCATION
- Faculty Led Experiential Programs
- Professional Development
- High School Experiential Programs

EDUCATIONAL TOURISM
- Great Routes for restless travellers
- Culture based short programs
- Educational Itineraries

ONLINE LEARNING
- Blended learning cultural & social based programs
- Language online learning

ERASMUS+
- K2 Research projects
- K1 Teacher training
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